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HOW IMAGINATION REMEMBERS IS TWOFOLD, AN ENFOLDED ACT 

OF GREED and ingenuity. I believe these impulses to be linked in a narrative 

sense. 

 

Imagination is always greedy, never sated, or full, with the present. Imagination 

informs the imagineer: I need more! Just as the belly of the compulsive eater 

must be filled, so imagination can never be stuffed. Memory feeds famished 

imagination, but memory is a faulty mechanism: a selfish, subjective substance 

also requiring constant nourishment itself in order to function in any low state. 

  

Memory cannot be entrusted with conservation. Conservation is a contrary 

motion moving backwards and forwards, pushing and pulling; forever the desire 

to move forwards, yet looking forever backwards to ensure it is going the right 

way, doing the right thing. 

  

What conservation requires is proof. Conservation needs proof in order to be 

able to proceed with sureness. 

  

This proof is not easy to come by. 

  

Detailed systems of discovery and exposure need to be set in place in order to 

pinpoint such proof. Proof is, of course, always contextual and may only be seen 

as certain if it may be compared with other, very similar things, or processes. 

The definition of verisimilitude depends of course on what sort of proof is it 

you’re after. 

  

The proof of Palácio Pombal is evidenced in what is left behind. I’m looking at 

the proof this was a palácio, not that it still is one. I accept. I’ve come here to 



experience closely, to try for clarity. And what is called into question, rather 

what arises as a question from my observations is: How can I be sure? 

  

I’ve carefully read the information I was sent about the Palácio . I read it 

because I felt I should. I’m trying to forget what I read. I’m trying to forget 

history, in order to overwrite the fragmented, chronological proofs, kindly 

translated and supplied upon my request. This request to Mariana emerged from 

my doubt rather than my curiosity. We human creatures must find our match in 

scale. 

  

* * *  

 

Naturally, Palácio Pombal has forgotten more than it has remembered, this, is 

the material emotion of history. 

 

Whilst such intimate physical traces of history – breath, perspiration, skin flakes, 

clothing fibres, and so on – attach to, and often attack, the actual historical 

fabric of this building, the palácio retaliates by forgetting much that it once 

knew. This amnesia is entirely necessary for its own survival, for protection 

from professional conservation: the palácio must not remember too much, for 

that which is remembered could be extracted by conservation. 

  

The palácio prefers amateurs, because it wishes to conserve itself. This the 

palácio does by choosing for itself that which it will remember, and, of course, 

that which it will neglect to remember. By constructing its own memoir, the 

palácio retains integral, internal, history. 

  

The palácio chooses to forget those who have done it harm. Those who have 

forced amendments, insertions, modifications and additions to its fabric; who 

have gouged fragile frescoes; who have chipped or prised off tiling; who have 

stolen; who have said too much; who have inserted thin-spit walls to unbalance 

its material logic; who have facilitated the accommodation of more people, more 

people who will, in turn, harm their host. 

  



* * *  

 

I am trying to act as a recording device. And such is the difficulty of hearing the 

in here properly I have had to stand here listening intently for quite some time, 

a few hours to be precise. I am standing here listening, even as I write this, 

trying not to acknowledge the scraping of my pen’s nib on paper. 

 

Trying to listen to what the palácio wants to tell me, I’m sure most of it I can’t 

understand, or maybe I understand in my own way, perhaps succeeding only in 

getting it wrong. Complete accuracy in listening is not possible yet essential, 

making the effort after all is respectful towards the person, or thing, trying to 

tell you something. 

  

I have often pretended to know or to understand what I did not know or 

understand. I have done this in an attempt to avoid embarrassment, or shame, in 

my lack of knowledge or comprehension, my ignorance. I continue to do this. 

But not today. It is a useless method to move through the palácio. To 

acknowledge publically you do not know, to try to listen, to understand in the 

moment is more useful and forceful. 

  

Forceful, in that such listening responds with sensitivity to force. 

  

* * *  

I have promised Lourenco – a promise which I have kept except for a lone 

unsuccessful attack on a small square of plywood – I will not willfully, or even 

accidentally, damage the palácio this includes, incomprehensively: leaning 

against decomposing walls, glancing soluble paintwork or bruising soft mortar. 

All my work here must be done without touch. Knowing I cannot touch, only 

then do I realise there are no soft surfaces in the palácio, no fabric-lined walls, 

curtains, tapestries, nor rugs anymore, and yet the tiny fibres of such fabrics 

persist, pulling together so many strands of sensation. Despite my attention and 

diligence in not tampering with any of the physical substances of this building, I 

still manage to leave each day with a dusting of the place about me. 

 



I carry miniscule particles of the palácio with me out into the streets of Lisbon. 

  

Undressing in my room at night, as I pull my dress up above my head, the air 

is held still, composed in a nebula of fine motes seasoned by the palácio. I think 

I smell of the palácio, of history in a small way, and the last, the very last thing I 

realise as I am going to sleep is that the palácio is hard. 

  

* * *  

Nestled in my tight, cool corner in the staircase, I hear another working 

downstairs, in a back room I think. I haven’t met them yet I hear them. 

The hard materials of Palácio Pombal make for an efficient amplifier, hardness 

being the better for sculpting and bouncing soundwaves. The palácio then as an 

amplifier, a marble cone allowing the owners and the servants to share the sonic 

sense of location. 

  

Amplification as a matter of pride, of significance. 

  

Traffic noise outside this stairwell, channelling traffic noise through ten 

windows, continuous, rounded sound guided upwards to this space through the 

hard pavements, the narrow tall streets themselves funnelling upwards towards 

me in a purposeful manner. These tall buildings, with little space for busy 

passage, the historic and the contemporary serving to throw shadow on their 

neighbours by virtue of height, and now the herding of sound, vehicles which 

were not imagined at the time of building the palácio, an unintended amplifier, 

and yet it acts. This un-intention acts. The streets changing historic function, 

pleasing of course. Marble, the amplifier within. 

  

It would be too cosy to attempt to imagine how the voices of the past imbed 

themselves into soft and hard materials, how singing bowls exist across era and 

how this helps us to imagine how things used to sound: this is impossible. I 

search around the palácio, inspect it, and can to a large extent see how things 

used to look, but I can have absolutely no access to how the history of this place 

used to sound. The specific cadence, chatterings are neither familiar nor 

welcome to me, it would be unnatural to hear what the palácio has heard. All I 



am left with, my only potential strategy to locate sounds which have now past is 

to focus on sound’s path moving through this building, I cannot focus on the 

sounds themselves. 

  

The function of the record is to be heard, it serves our ears, it doesn’t matter 

how we listen to it, as long as we do, as long as we hear what we are being told 

to hear. 

  

Fascinating how one finds the process before one realises why one is doing it. I 

must listen to myself. I ask: Did the Marquês’ dogs frighten themselves when 

they barked? 

  

* * *  

 

* * *  

 

The palácio does not consent to amplify. 

 


